


 

Details of the Newsletter:  
 

“A New Beginning”  
The empty roads have started to fill up again with bustling vehicles, construction sites are back at 
work and the crowd is back on the move. We, as humans are starting over, slowly trickling back 
to our old lives, but would things ever be the same again? Nature slowly rejuvenated itself in the 
absence of humans. Plants slowly creeped back up, trees reached new heights, animals walked 
the same paths they once shied away from. The world has changed and as we slowly come out 

from lockdown, restarting our lives all over again, what does it imply for the relationship 
between humans and nature? Would this new beginning be the starting of a new era of 

environmental appreciation or would we humans go back to abusing all nature has provided us?  
We ask you to tell us!  

The second edition would focus on how things have changed in our natural surroundings post 
pandemic and compare it to the present  

 
This  time the magazine can be divided into different sections. People interested can submit any 
kind of creative content (essays, articles, poetry, photography, art pieces, riddles and jokes) on 
the given below sections: 

● Our Eco Warriors: This section would talk about famous environmentalists and young            
change makers who are trying to save the environment. Students can also talk about the               
steps they have taken as individuals to protect the environment. 

● Inspecting the Impurities: Here students can talk about the different types of pollution,             
ocean acidification, depletion of mineral resources, deforestation and other environmental          
hazards. 

● Post pandemic pandemonium: The lockdown has just gotten over, how can we ensure that              
it doesn’t go back to the same chaos as before pandemic? The students can compare pre                
pandemic nature and the post lockdown situation by writing/drawing how to continue            
protection of nature. 

● The Curious Champs: Students can showcase their love for science by sending in articles,              
experiments and drawings, based on science. 

● Interpreting nature: This is the main poetry,art and photography section. If you want to              
send in art/pictures/poetry/posters which doesn’t fit any of the above categories, you can             
send them here. 

 
What kind of content are we looking for? 
Send us your pieces with a human’s perspective. We don't need numbers and statistics, we have the                 
newspapers for that; send us human emotions. Your piece should reflect what you think, not what you have                  
read/heard about. If you are writing about an earthquake, we need to feel the pain you are trying to express. If                     



 
you are talking about being hopeful in the wake of the pandemic, then your piece should make us look out of                     
the window and smile. Whatever you write, write to express, not to impress. We accept articles, poems, art and                   
photography on current scenarios. No old news, give us what is happening right now.  

How to send your piece?  
Simply mail it to us at viridianclub@sanskritischool.edu.in  by 7th February.  
Subject of the mail: “Submission (type) for (section) for The Green Gazette” 
Main Body: Name, Class, Section and House.  
Formatting: Share your written pieces via google doc with font size 12, New Times Roman, Single spacing.                 
Send your art and photography as a jpeg/png file. 
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